
How to Hookup your 
Classroom Phone and 

Computer



Do your computers look like this when 
you return from summer vacation???



Step 1
Connect network cable from phone 
(left slot) into data drop on wall.



If you’ve done this step correctly, the display 
on your phone will show “Configuring”, then 
you’ll see your phone options.



Connecting the Switch BoxStep 2



Connect the power cable to the switch box 
and plug into power strip.

Make sure the power cable to the back of 
the switch box is tight.



Connect network cable from phone (right slot) into an empty slot on the switch box.

-Lights will come on the switch box.
-Top row should be blinking.
-Bottom row should be solid.

If you are connecting computers to the network without using a connection to a phone, a 
network cable will be plugged into the data drop on the wall and the other end will be 
plugged into an empty slot on the switch box.



Hooking up Computer
Step 3



More than likely you will have 3 USB 
hookups:  mouse, keyboard, and speaker.

Plug them into the empty USB slots in the 
back of the computer.



The speakers also have green cable.  This 
gets plugged into the green slot in the 
back of the computer.



You’ll have 2 power cables – 1 for the 
monitor and 1 for the CPU.

Plug those into the power strip.



The network cable – plug one 
end into an empty slot on the 
switch box.  The other end will 
go into the back of your 
computer.   



Plugging both ends of the same network 
cable into the switch box is called a “loop” 
and shuts the switch down which means no 
Internet for you and others around you.  
This can only be restored by a visit from 
your technician.  



If after following all of these 
steps you do not have the 
ability to login or access 

Internet, 
please submit a TSR for a 

technician to assist.
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